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Abstract
Valence dictionaries, i.e., dictionaries specifying possible arguments of words, usually verbs, play an important role in natural
language processing (NLP): they are used, e.g., in syntactic parsing, part-of-speech tagging, information extraction and in word
sense disambiguation. The aim of this report is to critically evaluate the design of existing valence dictionaries for Polish and to
identify their strengths and weaknesses. This is a preliminary step
towards the design of a reusable valence dictionaries for Polish,
useful in NLP applications.
Keywords: NLP, valence, MRDs, syntactic dictionaries

Streszczenie
O użyteczności słowników walencyjnych j˛ezyka polskiego
w przetwarzaniu j˛ezyka naturalnego
Słowniki walencyjne, tj. słowniki podajace
˛ informacj˛e o możliwych argumentach wyrazów, przede wszystkim czasowników,
graja˛ ważna˛ rol˛e w przetwarzaniu j˛ezyków naturalnych (ang. natural language processing; NLP): sa˛ one używane w analizatorach
składniowach, w anotacji korpusów cz˛eściami mowy, w ekstrakcji
informacji oraz w semantycznej dezambiguacji form wyrazowych.
Celem niniejszego raportu jest krytyczna ocena istniejacych
˛
słowników walencyjnych j˛ezyka polskiego. Jest to pierwszy krok
zmierzajacy
˛ do zaprojektowania uniwersalnych słownika walencyjnego dla j˛ezyka polskiego, użytecznego w zastosowaniach
NLP.
Słowa kluczowe: przetwarzanie j˛ezyka naturalnego, walencja,
słowniki elektroniczne, słowniki składniowe
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The aim of this article is to discuss the kinds of information provided by the
currently available valence dictionaries for Polish, from the perspective of
their usability in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. First, §1 describes
the scope and purpose of valence dictionaries, and §2 presents existing valence dictionaries for Polish, then §3, the core section of this article, contains
the discussion of various design flaws of those dictionaries, and, finally, §4
contains final remarks. Conclusions of this discussion are taken into account
in the design of a machine-readable valence dictionary for Polish, currently
developed at the Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences
(Przepiórkowski, 2004).

1 Introduction
Valence dictionaries are lexica which contain information about predicates’,
usually verbs’, argument structures (so-called valence frames). For example, valence dictionaries for Polish should contain the information that the
Polish verb LUBI Ć ‘to like’ always takes a (nominative) subject and either an
(accusative) object (Janek lubi Marysi˛e ‘Janek.NOM likes Marysia.ACC’), or an
infinitival phrase (Janek lubi patrzeć na Marysi˛e ‘Janek.NOM likes [to look.INF
at Marysia]’), or a subordinate clause introduced by one of a class of complementisers and question words (e.g., Janek lubi, kiedy Marysia na niego patrzy
‘Janek.NOM likes [when Marysia looks at him]’), possibly among other valence
frames. Sometimes valence dictionaries contain additional semantic information, e.g., which valence frames correspond to which meanings of the verb,
and what semantic restrictions apply to what arguments of the verb (e.g., the
subject of LUBI Ć is assumed to be human, or at least sentient.
Valence dictionaries are extremely useful resources, not only within NLP.
First of all, and most obviously, they may be used as general references for
learners and users of a given language. They are also very valuable for linguistic research on types of predicate structures and on morphosyntactic realisations of semantic arguments.
From the NLP perspective, valence dictionaries are of pivotal importance
for the Computational Linguistic task of constructing so-called deep parsers,
i.e., parsers which find the full syntactic and possibly some semantic structure
for natural language sentences; cf. Przepiórkowski et al. 2002 on constructing such a deep parser for Polish. Deep parsers are used, e.g., in some Machine Translation (e.g., Verbmobil, Wahlster 2000) and Question-Answering
(e.g., Javelin, Durme et al. 2003) systems. Valence information is also useful
in shallow parsing, where only certain aspects of the structure of a sentence
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are taken into account, e.g., only noun phrases or only predicates and their
arguments. Information Extraction is one of typical application areas of such
shallow parsers, cf., e.g., Piskorski et al. 2003. Finally, and perhaps surprisingly, such valence information is useful for the task of part of speech (POS)
disambiguation, e.g., for the purpose of corpus annotation or speech recognition. A high profile example of a rule-based tagger making use of valence
information is ENGCG (Voutilainen, 1995).
This brief overview of some of the NLP applications of valence dictionaries shows that a well-designed large-scale machine-readable valence dictionary for a given language may substantially increase the quality of various
NLP systems for that language. The following section takes this perspective
in examining the currently available valence dictionaries for Polish.

2 Valence Dictionaries for Polish
There is currently no publicly available electronic valence dictionary for Polish. There are three publicly available traditional dictionaries containing valence information:
• Słownik syntaktyczno-generatywny czasowników polskich, henceforth SSGCP, Polański 1992, published in 5 volumes which appeared between
1980 and 1992; this is probably the most extensive existing source of valence information on Polish verbs;
• Inny słownik j˛ezyka polskiego, ISJP, Bańko 2000, a 2-volume general dictionary of Polish which contains various grammatical characteristics of
lexemes and their meanings, including valence information;
• Słownik walencyjny czasowników niemieckich i polskich, SWCNiP, Morciniec
et al. 1995, a valence dictionary of German verbs and their Polish counterparts, rather modest both with respect to the number of lexemes and
the exhaustiveness of valence information.
Since such dictionaries usually use non-trivial typesetting conventions, they
cannot be easily converted to the electronic form using existing OCR software.
At the time of writing this article, there are at least two projects (one academic,
cf. Grund 2000, and one commercial) aiming at converting Polański 1992 to
an electronic form, but the results of these efforts are currently not publicly
available.
Another electronic valence dictionary, also not publicly available at the
time of writing this article, is:
2
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• Syntactic Dictionary of Polish Verbs, SDPV, Świdziński 1994, an unpublished list of valences of some Polish verbs.
Let us illustrate the kinds and format of information that these dictionaries
provide, taking the verb ZACZ A˛Ć ‘start, begin’ as an example.

2.1 Morciniec et al. 1995
SWCNiP offers the following information about the verb ZACZ A˛Ć:1
(1)

Actants:
Meaning:

nom prp: od+gen/instr/adv
nom HUM INST OBJ ABSTR
prp
–
instr OBJ: text, phrase, etc.
adv
QUAL

According to (1), ZACZ A˛Ć takes two arguments: a nominative (‘nom’) subject and a complement, which may be realised as a PP headed by the genitivetaking preposition od (cf. ‘prp: od+gen’), as an instrumental phrase (cf. ‘instr’),
or as an adverbial phrase (‘adv’). Semantically, the nominative subject may
refer to humans (‘HUM’), institutions (‘INST’), countable objects (‘OBJ’) or abstract objects (‘ABSTR’) such as theories, opinions, activities, states and qualities. Moreover, semantic reference of instrumental complements is limited
to such countable objects as texts or phrases (presumably, as in ‘starting a
speech’), while adverbial complements express quality (‘QUAL’), i.e., in this
case, manner (presumably, as in ‘starting in some way’).
This information is both more modest and more controversial than in the
case of the other valence dictionaries for Polish, discussed below.

2.2 Świdziński 1994
The following two entries are provided for ZACZ A˛Ć in SDPV:



  "!#$%$ "!#&
')("*+,-)&.)/"!#0213
457698:6
Thus, according to this dictionary, there are two verbs ZACZ A˛Ć: they are
both perfective (‘ ’ in ‘   0; ) and they belong to the same inflectional
class (‘  ’), but ZACZ A˛Ć 1 is a regular subject-taking verb (‘ ’ in ‘  ’),
1 Here and below, valence information is presented in formats close to that of the valence dictionaries under discussion.
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while ZACZ A˛Ć 2 is a quasi-verb, i.e., a subjectless verb. The latter verb’s only
argument is an infinitival phrase headed by a quasi-verb (‘ 98<6 ’2 ), as in Zacz˛eło
padać ‘It started to rain’, lit. ‘started rain.INF’.
The regular verb ZACZ A˛Ć 1, on the other hand, has a number of valence
frames: apart from the subject, it make take either an accusative nominal
phrase (‘ , ’; e.g., Janek zaczał
˛ ksiażk˛
˛ e ‘Janek started a book’), or prepositional
phrases headed by od (‘ ="!#$ ’; e.g., Zaczał
˛ od sprawozdania ‘He started with
the report’, lit. ‘Started.3. SG . MASC from report’; the following dollar sign indicates possible idiomatic realisations of this frame) or by z (‘ > $% "!# ’; the
preceding dollar sign indicates that all realisations are idiomatic), or an adverbial phrase (‘ '?("* ’), or an infinitival phrase headed by a regular verb (‘ >’; e.g., Janek zaczał
˛ śpiewać ‘Janek started to sing’), or two complements: an
accusative nominal phrase and a PP headed by do (‘ @/A!# ’; e.g., Janek
zaczyna dzień od kawy ‘Janek starts a day with a coffee’), or, finally, an indirect speech complement (‘ 13 ’; e.g., „Pada”, zaczał
˛ Janek ‘“It’s raining,” started
Janek’).

2.3 Polański 1992
Apart from a number of frames realised only in idiomatic expressions involving ZACZ A˛Ć, SSGCP specifies three meanings of this verb, given below as I.,
II. and III., with three valence frames corresponding to the first meaning:
I. ‘start to act; start, enter an initial period of some state’


IP
1. NPN −
 NA

NPN −→ +Hum
2. NPN − IP



+Anim
−Abstr
NPN −→
−Hum
−Anim
3.
− IP
II. ‘take, make use of something’
NPN − NP
 Acc

NPN −→ +Hum

−Abstr
NPAcc −→
−Anim
2 The numbers BDC , BEB , etc., refer to valence schemes, e.g., in case of regular verbs, BEB refers to
the ‘subject + nominal complement’ scheme, B7F — to the ‘subject + prepositional complement’
scheme, etc.
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III. ‘start talking’


OR
NPN −
NPAcc


NPN −→ +Hum
NPAcc −→ Inf

Apart from the third frame of the first meaning, all frames mention the
nominative nominal phrase subject (‘NPN ’). In case the subject is human
(‘+Hum’), the complement may either be an infinitival phrase (‘IP’; e.g., Janek
zaczał
˛ czytać ‘Janek started to read’) or an action nominal (‘NA’; e.g., Janek zaczał
˛ pranie ‘Janek started washing up’). Only an infinitival complement is possible in case the subject is non-human (i.e., in case it is non-human animate
or a non-animate concrete object). The third frame of the first meaning corresponds to the quasi-verb ZACZ A˛Ć 2 of SDPV (but without the information
that the infinitival complement must be headed by a quasi-verb).
In case of the second meaning, the nominative subject must be semantically human, while the accusative NP complement must be a concrete object,
as in Janek zaczał
˛ butelk˛e wina ‘Janek started a bottle of wine’.
Finally, in case of the third meaning, the complement is either indirect
speech (oratio recta) or an accusative NP expressing information, as in Zaczał
˛
swoje przemówienie ‘He started his speech’.

2.4 Bańko 2000
Last but not least, ISJP is a general dictionary of Polish with valence information given on the margin, next to each meaning within a lexical entry. For
(the non-reflexive) ZACZ A˛Ć, 6 related non-idiomatic meanings are provided
with 6 different valence frames. The following table provides and briefly explains those valence frames, without citing the corresponding meanings, most
of which are related to the meanings exemplified in previous subsections.
(2)

[(BEZOK)]
[BEZOK]
[B]
[B+(od-D/N)]

[(CYT)]
[(w-Ms)]

an optional infinitival phrase
an obligatory infinitival phrase
an accusative phrase
two arguments: an accusative phrase and either
an optional PP headed by the genitive-taking od
or an instrumental phrase
optional indirect speech
optional PP headed by the locative-taking w;
e.g., Zacz˛eła w handlu ‘She started in trade’
5
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3 Design Deficiencies
The following subsections discuss various general design problems exhibited
by Polish valence dictionaries, ignoring particular omissions or errors.

3.1 Arguments vs. Adjuncts
One fundamental question that valence dictionaries crucially rely on and consistently fail to address is what criteria are assumed for deciding whether a
given type of dependents should be mentioned in valence frames. For example, should the phrases emphasised below be explicitly given in valence
frames of the respective verbs?
(3)

Łódź leży niedaleko Warszawy.
Łódź lies near
Warsaw
‘Łódź is situated not far from Warsaw.’

(4)

Pami˛etam
go
miłym.
remember.1. SG him.ACC nice.INS
‘I remember him as nice.’

The Polish-German valence dictionary SWCNiP does not seem to record
the verbs LE ŻE Ć ‘lay, be situated’ and PAMI ETA
˛ Ć ‘remember’ at all.
Świdziński’s SDPV gives two relevant valence frames for LE ŻE Ć, namely,
with prepositional phrases (PPs) headed by the locative-taking preposition
na,3 and with adverbial phrases. The latter valence frame subsumes the use of
LE ŻE Ć in (3), on the assumption that niedaleko ‘near’ in that example is an adverb, and not a genitive-taking preposition. Moreover, SDPV also specifies a
valence frame for PAMI ETA
˛ Ć ‘remember’ corresponding to (4). Similar frames
specifying an accusative object and an instrumental adjective are given for a
few other verbs, e.g., WIDZIE Ć ‘see’, cf. (5), but not, e.g., for ZASTA Ć ‘find’,
cf. (6).
(5)

Widziałem
go
pijanym.
saw.1. SG . MASC him.ACC drunk.INS
‘I saw him drunk.’

(6)

Zastałem
go
pijanym.
found.1. SG . MASC him.ACC drunk.INS
‘I found him drunk.’

3 However,

other possible locative prepositional phrases, such as [w + locative], are not included in that entry.
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According to the valence frame for LE ŻE Ć as ‘be situated’ in Polański’s
SSGCP, this verb may occur with an NPLoc , i.e., a ‘locative nominal phrase’
(Polański, 1980, p. 9), but — as is made clear in the preface — such nominal
phrases subsume locative adverbs and — as suggested by examples illustrating this and similar valence frames — they also subsume locative prepositional phrases, so sentences such as (3) are accounted for. On the other hand,
SSGCP apparently does not treat instrumental dependents of PAMI ETA
˛ Ć as
worth recording — there is no valence frame matching (4).4
Finally, Bańko’s ISJP does not include any explicit information about instrumental adjective phrases in the lexical entry for PAMI ETA
˛ Ć , but it does
mention the dependent of LE ŻE Ć, specifying it as an adjunct (‘OK’, i.e.,
Pol. okolicznik).
These differing treatments of the locative dependent of LE ŻE Ć and the instrumental predicative dependent of PAMI ETA
˛ Ć reflect the confusion about the
argument/adjunct distinction. As discussed in Przepiórkowski 1999a,b, 2002,
the theory of valence has been flawed ever since its conception in Tesnière
1959, where three pairwise incompatible criteria were given for distinguishing
complements and adjuncts (here summarised after Vater 1978, p. 22):
• the morphological-syntactic criterion: complements are noun phrases, adjuncts are prepositional phrases;
• the semantic criterion: complements express the persons or things participating in the process in a special way, whereas adjuncts express the
time, the place, the manner, etc. connected with that process;
• the functional criterion: complements, unlike adjuncts, are indispensable
to complete the meaning of the verb; hence the number of complements,
but not adjuncts, is limited for every verb.
Subsequently, a number of further tests for distinguishing complements and
adjuncts have been proposed (e.g., substitution by verbal proforms, iterability,
extraction across clausal boundaries, etc.), again resulting in different partitions of dependents into arguments and adjuncts.
Given the multitude of views on what constitutes an argument and what
information should be provided in valence frames, any precise definition of
argument will be controversial and to some extent arbitrary. Nevertheless,
such a definition, translatable into a formal test for argumenthood, should be
4 Such an instrumental phrase is, however, included in a valence frame for WIDZIE Ć ‘see’, as
in (5), so the lack of such information in the lexical entry of PAMI ETA
˛
Ć might be an accidental
omission or it might reflect different views of the argument/adjunct dichotomy of different SSGCP editors.
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provided with any valance dictionary, if this dictionary is meant to be used in
NLP applications.

3.2 Syntax-Semantics Interface
Two of the valence dictionaries for Polish, SSGCP and SWCNiP, provide some
semantic information, namely, semantic restrictions on arguments. Of the
other two dictionaries, SDPV lacks any semantic information, while ISJP provides semantic information about the arguments and about the lexical semantics of the predicate, but only in free text, in bodies of lexical entries.
It should be noted that the kind of semantic information provided by SSGCP and SWCNiP is imprecise and defeasible. For example, ‘human’ should
almost always mean ‘sentient’ or ‘volitional agent’, information about animateness is defeasible not only in the context of fairy stories and magic, but
also as soon as one starts talking about computers and cars, etc. Given the human ability to use language creatively and metaphorically (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980), examples violating such semantic restrictions are easy to find in
everyday contexts. This questions the ultimate usability of such information.
On the other hand, this is not to say that there are no hard semantic restrictions on arguments. For example, it is well-known that so-called embedded
interrogatives express semantic questions when used as complements of some
verbs, and propositions, when used as complements of other verbs (e.g., ‘to
ask who came’ is to ask a question, while ‘to know who came’ is to know an
answer to a question; cf. Ginzburg and Sag 2000 and references therein). This,
however, is a restriction at a more abstract level than ‘±human’.
More importantly, the dictionaries listed above do not provide any information about the correspondence between the predicate’s semantic arguments
and its syntactic arguments. Making explicit which syntactic arguments correspond to which semantic roles is important, e.g., in such tasks as Information Extraction and Machine Translation. Two examples illustrating that such
correspondence is not trivial and should be stated in valence dictionaries are
so-called psych verbs and the raising/control distinction.
Consider two psychological predicates, PRZESTRASZY Ć ‘to frighten’ and
PRZESTRASZY Ć SI E˛ ‘to get scared of’:
(7)

Burza
przestraszyła Janka.
storm.NOM frightened
Janek.ACC
‘The storm frightened Janek.’

(8)

Janek
przestraszył si˛e burzy.
Janek.NOM got scared of storm.GEN
‘Janek got scared of the storm.’
8
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At a certain level of granularity, they express the same semantic relation,
namely about x frightening y. However, the two semantic arguments of this
relation, x and y, are realised in two syntactically different ways: in case of
PRZESTRASZY Ć , (7), x is realised as the subject and y — as the accusative object, while in case of PRZESTRASZY Ć SI E˛, (8), x is realised a genitive object,
while y — as the subject.
Conversely, verbs such as ZACZ A˛Ć ‘start’ and PRÓBOWA Ć ‘try’, with similar syntactic arguments (a subject and an infinitival complement), have different semantic arguments.
(9)

a.

Janek
zaczyna czytać.
Janek.NOM starts read.INF
‘John is starting to read.’

b.

Janek
próbuje czytać.
Janek.NOM tries
read.INF
‘John is trying to read.’

More precisely, verbs such as ZACZ A˛Ć, called raising verbs, are usually treated
as semantically mono-valent, with the semantic argument corresponding to
the proposition expressed by the infinitival complement, while verbs such as
PRÓBOWA Ć , called control verbs or equi verbs, have two semantic arguments,
directly corresponding to the syntactic arguments. This difference in mapping
between semantic arguments and syntactic arguments is, e.g., responsible for
the following differences in the behaviour of the two verbs:
(10)

(11)

a.

Zacz˛eło padać.
started rain.INF
‘It started to rain.’

b.

Gra zaczyna być
warta świeczki.
game starts be.INF worth candle
‘It starts being worth the effort.’ (idiomatic)

a.

*Próbowało padać.
tried
rain.INF

b.

*Gra próbuje być warta świeczki.
game tries
be.INF worth candle

Without an explicit statement of the relationship between a predicate’s semantic argument structure and its syntactic argument structure, the usefulness of a valence dictionary in text understanding or generating will be limited.
9
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3.3 Insufficient Formal Apparatus
As shown in Świdziński 1993 and further discussed in Przepiórkowski 1997,
raising verbs, such as ZACZ A˛Ć, illustrate the inherent weakness of the division of verbs into regular verbs, taking nominative subjects, and quasi-verbs,
which do not occur with nominative subjects. As (12) from Świdziński 1993
shows, DZIWI Ć ‘surprise, make wonder’ may occur with a sentential subject
— this is clear because the clause że Maria woli Piotra is coordinated with an
uncontroversial nominative subject, jej brak gustu:
(12)

Jana
dziwi,
że
Maria woli
Piotra, i
jej brak
Jan.GEN surprises [that Maria prefers Piotr] and [her lack
gustu.
good taste.GEN].NOM
‘That Maria prefers Piotr, and her lack of good taste, surprise Jan.’

Similarly, in (13) below, it can be shown that the embedded że-clause is the
subject of zacz˛eło, a form of ZACZ A˛Ć ‘start’.
(13)

Jana
zacz˛eło dziwić,
że Maria woli Piotra.
Jan.GEN started surprise.INF [that Maria prefers Piotr]
‘It started surprising Jan that Maria prefers Piotr.’

Thus ZACZ A˛Ć, as used in (13), does not fit into either group of verbs. Moreover, it would be wrong to say that ZACZ A˛Ć takes sentential subjects — it
does, but only when its infinitival complement takes sentential subjects. This
is the essence of raising: a raising verb such as ZACZ A˛Ć ‘raises’ the subject of
its infinitival complement, whatever its categorial status, into its own subject
position. To give another example, in (10a), the form zacz˛eło does not combine
with an overt subject precisely because the verb padać ‘to rain’ does not expect
an overt subject.
The dictionaries ISJP and SDPV, which assume the simple bifurcation of
verbs into regular verbs and quasi-verbs, cannot easily handle such raising
dependencies. Interestingly, although raising has been one of the most important and best understood topics of research in generative linguistics, the
syntactic-generative dictionary of Polish verbs SSGCP does not handle raising
verbs properly either. As discussed in §2.3, ZACZ A˛Ć, in its relevant meaning,
is assigned roughly two valence frames: I.1.–2., according to which it takes the
nominative subject and an infinitival complement, and I.3., according to which
its a subjectless verb subcategorising only for an infinitival complement. That
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is, even the crude approximation of raising present in SDPV, namely, that ZA CZ A˛Ć as a subjectless quasi-verb occurs with infinitival complements headed
by similarly subjectless verbs, is lost in SSGCP.
This discussion shows that valence dictionaries should take better advantage of the results of linguistic theorising of the past decades and, in particular,
should embrace at least some of the formal apparatus assumed within modern
linguistic theories.

3.4 Overly Specific Information
Finally, although valence dictionaries are dictionaries of lexemes and the information they provide should be true for all forms of a given lexeme, they
usually contain case information which is true only for some forms of the lexeme. For example, the direct object of verbs is usually specified as accusative,
even though it is realised as genitive in case of gerundial forms in -nie/-cie, often assumed to belong to the verbal lexeme, as nominative in case of passive
participles, and as genitive in the scope of verbal negation (roughly speaking):5
(14)

a.

Janek zobaczył Paryż.
Janek saw
Paris.ACC
‘Janek saw Paris.’

b.

zobaczenie Paryża
seeing
Paris.GEN
‘seeing Paris’

c.

Janek nie chciał zabaczyć Paryża.
Janek not wanted see.INF Paris.GEN
‘Janek didn’t want to see Paris.’

Thus, such valence dictionaries implicitly rely on the users’ knowledge about
morphosyntactically induced case variations of the lexeme’s arguments, instead of specifying such information in an explicit manner. Although this
problem can be alleviated at further levels of linguistic processing, a valence
dictionary which specifies information true for all forms of a given lexeme
should be preferred to a dictionary which gives information true to only some
of the forms.
5 For a detailed analysis of such case variations in Polish see, e.g., Przepiórkowski 1999a and
references therein.
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4 Conclusions
Valence dictionaries are very valuable for many different applications, including various NLP applications, and the construction of a valence dictionary is
a substantial effort, so it is crucial that valence dictionaries be designed in a
maximally transparent way that maximises their versatility and usefulness. In
this article, I have discussed various common design flaws of existing valence
dictionaries for Polish, including: the lack of any clear definition of what kinds
of dependents are included in valence frames, the lack of any non-defeasible
lexical semantic information, the lack of any information linking syntactic arguments to semantic roles, formal language incapable of the proper treatment
of certain classes of predicates, such as raising predicates, and overly specific
information, true for only some forms of a given lexeme.
I hope that this discussion will help build a well-designed and reusable
valence dictionary for Polish. An initial attempt in that direction is described
in Przepiórkowski 2004.
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